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ABSTRACT
Leading software platforms for pushing the
boundaries of the worldwide nautical industry.
We’ve combined the best of traditional and
cryptocurrency worlds.

Robust multiple independent Boat's Coin software solutions that decentralize yacht charter,
boat leasing, and all marine services in traditional and cryptocurrency way:
1. Boat’s Coin EUR (BCE) cryptocurrency solve:
- Marine transaction valuations and easier handling of marine products, services, and
corporate values through cryptocurrency sponsorship type of smart contracts that
represents a fraction of the virtual value.
- Stability and quality, because BCE is cryptocurrency backed in 100% ratio with boats as
tangible assets, giving guaranteed 10-12% annual rewards and 1:1 fixed stability against
EUR fiat currency.
2. Innovative Boat's Coin decentralized yacht charter and boat leasing investment
platform developed in a traditional way without blockchain solutions (minimum viable
product MVP is already developed).
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1. Introduction
We are all aware that there exists broad palette of assets that people choose as traditional
ways to store material values in the world.
Boat’s Coin development team believe that connecting directly or indirectly
blockchain technology with these "traditional" assets is a better solution for
volatility stabilizing, transacting, accounting and storing for these assets.
A lot of crypto community members in the world and mainstream media report
disadvantages most of the existing cryptocurrencies currently as reasons listed here: too
extreme volatility, "bubble waiting to burst," nothing real behind the cryptocurrencies, too
risky investment types and similar.
The idea of asset-backed cryptocurrencies are not so new at all but is not well developed.
In this whitepaper, we focus on presenting you more than just one ICO.
You will get full overviews of the Boat’s Coin robust multiple independent Boat's Coin
software solutions that decentralize yacht charter, boat leasing, and all marine services.
This will help you to understand easily, estimate and evaluate Boat’s Coin software
development company.
You will understand how our innovative Boat's Coin marine industry, yacht charter, and boat
leasing investing platform works on both levels:
1. A traditional way without blockchain solution
2. Cryptocurrency blockchain way that fully revolutionizes the marine industry starting
from the transactions level, over new investment approach possibility, till opening marine
industry savings possibilities to any worldwide citizen.
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2. Whitepaper and ICO
structure
This whitepaper will follow you through our innovative cryptocurrency technologies in a
natural way.

Boat’s Coin traditional technology will be explained first and then will follow
Boat’s Coin EUR (BCE) technology.

The important thing is to notice traditional technology solution will on own example show
fundamentals (how the core of technology solution works) and on top of those fundamentals
we are implementing more advanced blockchain solution.

And because of that, it is possible for Boat's Coin platform outside of cryptocurrency
market too (work with a limited level of features), and this makes additional stability in
the whole project overall.

Review the graphic representations of Whitepaper and ICO structure listed below.
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3. Yacht Charter
Industry Problem AND
OUR SOLUTION
Boat's Coin decentralized yacht charter and boat investing platform minimum viable
product (MVP) is developed.
Our MVP is visible through access to our yacht charter web-based investment control panel.
Videos of all inbuilt functions for admin panel is here https://youtu.be/01fwMw_ySjE, and
regular users control panel video can be found here https://youtu.be/6y-mTVeAIEY.
We are building Boat's Coin project with our funds, time and effort. We have the minimal
visible product already! We are not looking for investors to build the core of our idea from
scratch, and risk and wait for it to happen.

Yacht Charter Management Understanding
Whenever your previous level of knowledge in these areas of business is, here, we will in a
simple and clear way explain broader background business environment.
Yacht charter management is a corporate connection between the charter company and
the owner of the boat, in which the charter organization lease out the boat, handles the
marketing and repairs of the boat and shares the profit with the owner of the boat.
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The yacht charter management business (30-60 feet or 10-20 meter boats) on
above way has successfully made businesses in the last decades worldwide.

THE PROBLEM: Usually is just one person the owner of the boat! This type of business
requires high investment from the owner, even in boat loan cases, a boat owner must make
a high down payment.

OUR SOLUTION: We built a platform that makes it possible for everyone to access and
profit from yacht charter financing. You can earn interest and invest in yacht charter
management by using Boat’s Coin traditional API platform starting from 1000 EUR.
And if you wish to use Boat's Coin cryptocurrency, then you have not any minimal
investment limit at all, and you can gain one step higher interest rates than using
traditional way.

GUARANTEED INTEREST RATES: Yacht charter management boat investors get a 5%
annual guaranteed return through Boat’s Coin traditional investment platform.
Yacht charter management boat investors get a 10-12% annual guaranteed return
through BCE cryptocurrency investment platform.

Better yacht charter management software background understanding
The worldwide yacht charter management business (30-60 feet or 10-20 meter boats) in
today environment happen in such a way that the main market share (around 60%) go
through API yacht charter management software.
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What is API yacht charter management software?
The API yacht charter management software is a robust and custom programming
solution that makes it possible for one database (the company who owns the API system) to
be loaded with yacht charter deals into hundreds of other websites.
It creates higher quality yacht charter sales services because all sides start to be in a winwin situation.
 Boat owner receives yacht bookings instantly without thinking and investing a lot to
find the clients.
 Lots of charter agencies worldwide after initial installation literally must do nothing
special. Their website through API yacht charter management software instantly
loads all yacht charter offers. They can answer client emails and promote their
website, and that’s all.
 The API yacht charter management software company is in a win-win situation
because they offer a platform through which multiple people rent boats, and they
control a large part of yacht charter market, but they don’t have any boat ownership.

EXAMPLE: If you search Google for “yacht charter” keyword right now over 60% of all
websites you find have NOT owned boats at all. Their yacht charter offer on their
websites is NOT their boats. They load data in their websites using API background calls.
It’s yachts charter management software from few companies that have control over whole
yacht charter industry in that way.

So, where is Boat’s Coin place in all this?
From the start, we are pretty aware that yacht charter market is already shared and
crowded. Invest money and time to build one identical system and the increase in the
currency will not give anyone any extra profit.
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However, we perceive that this model works successfully last decade in yacht charter
industry.
Our target was that we REDEFINE yacht charter industry in a more in-depth level
using their name in a successfully tested approach but through BOAT OWNERSHIP
LEVEL.

How does Boat’s Coin yacht charter management investing API platform works?
We must be aware that most of the boats available for yacht charter are boats that bank
gives the boat on leasing or loan way.
And the usual requirement for these leasing and loan deals are the high deposit. So yacht
charter company usually deposit from 40.000 EUR and more for the new boat, and for the
rest, the amount gets leasing or loan.

We can see that most significant problem here is high initial investment
requirement.
Boat’s Coin yacht charter management investing API platform is the first in history to
change and improve that.

The system works in the same way as other yacht charter management API software.

All other agencies load data from Boat’s Coin main database and offer Boat’s Coin
boat investment services to end users!
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Visualization of our programmed APIs workflow:

Especially in today’s environment when global savings interest rates are 1.25% per year,
people can use Boat’s Coin yacht charter management investing API platform for their
investment and get 5% per year guaranteed interest rates. It is close to 5 times more than
savings in the bank.
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4. Boat’s Coin
cryptocurrency
background
understanding
We have explained above that yacht charter management investing API platform is enough
to innovative and provide a quality solution to our usual investors with good value.

However, our plan goes deeper and fully revolutionize on yacht charter management
investing business, and we are ready to connect Boat’s Coin to the cryptocurrency
market and build our BCE crypto coin now.

This move opens a fully new level of business possibilities that never existed before in yacht
charter management business.

THE IMAGE BELOW GIVES YOU A FULL VISUAL OVERVIEW OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM
(TRADITIONAL API AND BCE CRYPTOCURRENCY TECHNOLOGY PART):
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As you can see in the above image, our software is a double independent platform.

“Traditional” Boat’s Coin API Platform part can work independently from cryptocurrency
platform part. This approach radically increases the stability of our project, as Boat's Coin
can do business through traditional part (with different business terms than cryptocurrency
part) even in" worst scenario case" that whole cryptocurrency market exchanges stop
working somehow and our Boat's Coin cryptocurrency with them. Investors who
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understand this can get more trust in BCE by itself, just because of project
structure before all.
You can see how this project covers all type of investors now, from traditional one till
modern cryptocurrency investors.

All Risks are Managed for Investors Easily
All-risk boat insurance (CASCO) from damages covers every boat inside our yacht
fleet. Also, there’s insurance for the cost of minimizing damage when an accident has
already occurred and during the boat save attempt. Any potential boat investor risks are
covered in this way, with wide insurance policy terms. This all makes Boat's Coin, the safest
low-risk investment way.

CONCLUSION: Boat's Coin corporation focus on controlling yacht charter industry on the
deepest level possible, from boat ownership and boat financing level. This makes it possible
for us to have interest rates from many boats in yacht charter industry worldwide.
Controlling nautical industry like that from fundamental boats assets ownership level is a
huge potential and excellent stability startup point to build more features on top of these
fundamentals.
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5. Boat’s Coin EUR (BCE)
Technology
Boat's Coin’s “the true cryptocurrency” mission: We are focused on the
development of cryptocurrencies connected with the tangible asset.

Quick Video Overview: How Boat’s Coin Works?
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BCE Technical Details
Name of Token: Boat’s Coin EUR
Symbol: BCE
Standard: ERC20
Decimals: 8
Role of Token: Security Token
Use of Token: Boat’s Coin EUR (BCE) is backed in 100% with boats as tangible assets, give
you guaranteed annual rewards and 1:1 stability against fiat currency.
Emission: Emission of tokens is 100% equal to tangible boat asset value that is added to the
system.
Total supply: Total supply is not limited theoretically. The number of available boats and
decentralized cryptocurrency market demand limits supply on the natural way.
Value: 1 BCE = 1 EUR
BCE Source: https://github.com/boatscoin

BCE Features
The main BCE features are:
1. Boat’s Coin EUR is centralized cryptocurrency backed 100% with boats as tangible
assets.
2. BCE through SAFT (simple agreement for future tokens) as a default guarantee 1012% per year rewards as defined in a smart contract.
3. BCE is fixed connected to EUR: 1 EUR = 1 BCE as default.
4. BCE is a security token represents a tradable sponsorship type of relations.
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5. BCE is making easier any kind of marine industry buy and sale relations.
6. The similarity to traditional stocks (but free of any administration) makes possible
the fractional blockchain valuation of any product or service.

BCE Architecture
Boat’s Coin technology is 2-layers architecture.
The first layer is fundamental structure 100% backed by boats as tangible assets and the
second layer are the transactional part that makes easier handling and payments of marine
products, services, and corporate values through cryptocurrency sponsorship type of smart
contracts that represents a fraction of the virtual value.

Fundamental Structure
Transactional Functions
We love saying, that we are one unique cryptocurrency with two layers architecture for your
success.
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How does BCE Fundamental Structure
Works?
We start buying a new boat of 300.000 EUR value, and at the same time, we are
announcing in public new BCE blockchain node creation in 300.000 EUR value too.

Everyone can buy peace of that one BCE blockchain through cryptocurrency exchanges and
get next seven years 10-12% per year guaranteed rewards paid in BCE.

If you want to sell your BCE more early to anyone, you can do it and still keep part of the
smart contract that contains rewards only, or you can sell your complete BCE smart
contract including rewards to anyone before expiration.

The values of boats are pretty stable similar to real estate, but after a period of 7 years’
value drops down one significant step. Because that reason, Boats’ Coin continually
maintenance new boats in the system through 7 years’ boat replacement cycle.
After seven years or earlier, Boat’s Coin close that one BCE blockchain node, sell the boat
connected to this node and opens a new one for the new boat.
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Flow of Funds
Step 1: Boat's Coin get proforma invoice about the exact boat and prepare all required cost
estimations for 7 years’ investment cycle (CASCO full boat insurance offer, boat
maintenance costs and boat mooring costs). The correct final value in fiat EUR currency and
the unique number of the future blockchain node package is defined now.

Step 2: Boat's Coin issue correct blockchain node in exact 100% same fiat EUR value as
was defined by blockchain node package in the last step.

Step 3: The users can buy 7 years smart-contract with 10-12% guaranteed rewards annual
rate paid in BCE's. The user can hold whole cycle BCE or can resell or exchange entire
contract with yearly reward included or can just keep yearly reward rate and sell pure BCE
without annual reward part.

Step 4: Boat's Coin destroys the expired BCE's and re-issue new BCE's based on new
boats added to the 7 years’ cycle.

THE IMAGE BELOW GIVES YOU A FULL VISUAL OVERVIEW OF THE BOAT'S COIN FLOW
OF FUNDS:
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Proof of Reserves and Real-Time
Transparency
Proof of reserves and real-time transparency are radically crucial in the cryptocurrency
industry.

Boat's Coin maintenance real-time transparency from first till final moment of
BCE lifetime cycle:
1. The process was starting with official pro-forma invoices about the exact boat,
through in advance announcing the unique number and value of the blockchain note
that will be issued in 100% same amount value as the boat that will be purchased.
2. After blockchain node is sold, Boat's Coin buys the boat and on own webpages again
publish final boat invoice, scanned boat documents (after boat get a flag), and port
address where primary boat stay.
3. All boat ownership documents stay published on the Boat's Coin Transparency Page
till the moment when system end duration of that blockchain note.

Note: First boat in the system is bought with part of money fundraised with this ICO
process. On that way from the first-moment system start with in advance reserved
100% tangible backed boat asset.

Adding new boats and creating equivalent blockchain value process
To fully understand processes of adding new boats and creating equivalent new blockchain
value process and understand the fundamentals of Boat's Coin real-time transparency,
person must be aware how new boats are available for buying from boat building
factories worldwide.
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New boats 10-20 meters in size are in over than 98% of cases not available to be bought
“right now.” Right now are usually available only boats that are used on the boat shows as a
sample model and sample models is radically hard to buy.

Every boat factory has own boat production list that gives to boat buyers. Usual waiting
time for new boat delivery is 12 months. For some super popular models more than this.

Understanding this new boat order process, you are aware that any boat from
Boat's Coin side can't be bought immediately. We do best efforts to share and open
new blockchains based on expected boat factory delivery dates.

In cases when by any reason boat delivery is in delay, Boat's Coin still stick to planned
dates, and we pay interest rates as planned at our own expense and from the cost
of our company.

If radical case happens and the factory cannot deliver the boat in planned time window at
all, Boat's Coin buys most possible new used boat on the market in cases like that.

Example: As an example, our first bought boat in the blockchain system must be most
possible new used boat, because to start first 7 years cycle boat must be available
immediately at right moment.
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Understanding the Boat Package and the
Boat Value as a Tangible Asset
Boat package represents a tangible assets value that Boat's Coin put behind BCE
cryptocurrency. Boats Coin Foundation during 7 years cycle periods uses boats in yacht
charter rental business, boat leasing finance, and manage other suitable services to be able
giving guaranteed annual rewards.

The boat package
The boat package is the total sum of these costs: boat buying price, boat tax, 7 years of
mooring, insurance and maintenance costs. Boat package total amount is always different
for every new boat and depends on actual local tax, morning, insurance and maintenance
costs, but as some general estimation, the boat package is always 2x higher or more than
just purchase buying cost of the boat itself.

The boat value as a tangible asset
A six-year-old yacht in good condition is worth 55 to 60% of new value. Because of that
Boat's Coin Foundation manage 7 years cycles and continuously sell old and buy new boats.

As we can see, when Boat’s Coin start with the new boat in a 7 years cycle, the boat
package has more than 200% higher value than purchase cost of the boat itself.

Counting "overall" through 7 years cycle including losing the usual market value of every
boat, the Boat’s Coin EUR (BCE) is on average backed in 100% with boat value as tangible
assets.
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BCE Guaranteed Annual Rewards Overview
BCE locked savings <30.000 EUR has 10% guaranteed annual reward (paid monthly in
BCE)
BCE locked savings <300.000 EUR has 11% guaranteed annual reward (paid monthly in
BCE)
BCE locked savings 300.000 EUR, and >300.000 EUR has 12% guaranteed annual reward
(paid monthly in BCE)

How does BCE Transactional Functions
Works?
Let's shorten the theory and directly connect you to the transactional benefits.
We are explaining all through simple real-life "use cases" below. It will give you an instant
idea about practical use and lot possible variations of the method used as an example.
Just click any "use case" link below and understand the benefits of Boat's Coin
transactional technology.
If you wish to get these benefits, just take one step further to our website and
signup.
You must not be pre-ICO or ICO investor at all to get these benefits and use these features.
Everyone can quickly get the benefits of Boat’s Coin technology.
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INDIVIDUALS:
Use Case 1: I wish to buy easier and cheaper marine products, services and subscriptions
Use Case 2: I want to buy easier and cheaper new or used boat
Use Case 3: I want to rent boat easier and cheaper
Use Case 4: I wish to sell my boat more easily
Use Case 5: I want to rent a boat from yacht charter company without required yacht
charter refundable deposit complications
Use Case 6: I want to buy more safe product or service from unknown persons

PLATFORM FOR OTHER CRYPTOCURRENCIES:
Use Case 7: I wish to transfer other cryptocurrencies without exchange directly into Boat’s
Coin
Use Case 8: We have own cryptocurrency and looking for implementation into Boat’s Coin
OMNI wallet

WEBSITES & COMPANIES:
Use Case 9: I want to start my own nautical industry investing system with your agency
Use Case 10: I want people to easier buy or get discounts on my marine products
Use Case 11: I am a boat sale company owner, and I wish that people can buy boats easily
and cheaper from my website
Use Case 12: I am a yacht charter company owner and want to rent boats to people more
affordable and easier
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Use Case 13: I want my yacht charter company can rent boats without required yacht
charter refundable deposit complications
Use Case 14: I wish that my company easily sell products or services to unknown persons

INDIVIDUALS:

Use Case 1: I wish to buy easier and cheaper marine products, services and
subscriptions
It is easy; Boat’s Coin constantly work to make deals with new marine industry companies
and this open market for easier and often cheaper buying of marine products, services and
subscriptions. If the web store you visit still doesn’t support BCE, ask them about it and if
possible send them your invitation link that they should begin to accept BCE. You can
receive rewards commission in BCE from all stores that you successfully invite too.

Take care, even price of marine product, service or subscription is same as regular sale
price, if you make savings deal with BCE you can get 10-12% annual reward, and this
approach itself make any transaction cheaper from the first place.
Through BCE, you can get cheaper and easier marine or any other products and
services you need worldwide.
§
Use Case 2: I want to buy easier and cheaper new or used boat
It is one step larger operation because boats are not usually cheap, but anyway, BCE just
offers more possibilities then classic fiat currency, and this makes itself easier to realize so
large transactions.
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If people or company who sell the boat still doesn’t support BCE, just inform them about this
possibility and if possible send to boat seller your invitation link that they begin to accept
BCE. You can receive the commission in BCE from all people and boat sale companies than
you successfully invite too.
If you make savings deal with BCE, you can get 10-12% annual reward. This approach
makes boat buying cheaper because if your buyer accepts payment in BCE, you have the
option to use your BCE in the transaction, but still keep 10-12% reward based on your 7
years deal that you make in the past. This approach makes larger savings possibilities
because boats usually have high cost.
Boat’s Coin constantly works to make deals with boat builders so if it is a new boat in the
case in these cases can happen special discount on top of the usual price.
Boat’s Coin after 7 years cycle usually sell own used boats on the market, in case of used
boats from time to time this is good buying possibility for the used boat too.
You can through BCE mining get easier and cheaper new and used boats.
§
Use Case 3: I want to rent boat easier and cheaper
It is easy; Boat’s Coin constantly works to make deals with yacht charter companies and
this open market for easier and often cheaper boat rental prices. Additionally, Boat’s Coin
uses own boats in yacht charter industry, and if our own boats are available, additional
discounts are possible. If your yacht charter company still doesn’t support BCE, ask them
about that and if possible send them your invitation link that they start to accept BCE. You
can receive rewards commission in BCE from all yacht charter companies than you
successfully invite too.
You can through BCE get easier and cheaper boat rental and yacht charter.
§
Use Case 4: I wish to sell my boat more easily
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A boat owner knows that any boat is not easy to sell. If you accept BCE as part or full value
of your boat, your boat sale will easier happen because BCE cryptocurrency offers more
possible combinations for your boat buyer then it offers real fiat currency. Just inform
people through a website where you sell your boat about the option that you accept. You can
exchange amount of BCE that buyer has against boat you sell and trade BCE latter to
Bitcoin, ETH, Fiat money, just continue to hold BCE or any other combinations.
This approach makes your boat offer radically more popular and make it easier to sell on a
worldwide base because if you accept BCE, it has similar effects like you give a hidden
discount 10-12%! If your buyer makes a previous saving in BCE, he or she has the option to
use BCE in the transaction, but still, keep 10-12% reward based on 7 years deal that that
person makes in the past with Boat’s Coin.
If people who are interested in buying your boat still doesn’t have BCE, ask them about that
and if possible send them your invitation link that they start to trade with BCE. You can
receive rewards in BCE from all people that you successfully invited too.

You radically make your boat sale more attractive and cheaper for people worldwide.
Your boat buyer can through BCE get more affordable your used boat, and you can
easily exchange BCE to Bitcoin, ETH, Fiat money, just continue to hold BCE or any
other combinations.
§
Use Case 5: I want to rent a boat from yacht charter company without required
yacht charter refundable deposit complications
When you rent the boat from yacht charter companies, yacht charter deposit is usually
required. It covers all possible damage to the yacht during your charter. Damage deposits
range depending on the age and value of the boat. They start at around €1,500 and can be
as much as €10,000 for the more expensive bareboat charter yachts.
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BSC have timer delay options that can help with any escrow type of situation. So you can
just give the charter company your BCE and set 7 days delay. If you are back from bare
yacht charter with the whole boat, the system automatically sends your BCE back. If any
damage to the boat happens, a system will release your damage deposit reserved BCE to a
charter company.
You easily avoid any complications with credit card companies and other issues with the
traditional bareboat charter administration.
You can use advanced BCE delay escrow features and make your bareboat charter
orders more modern, direct and straightforward.
§
Use Case 6: I want to buy more safe product or service from unknown persons
If you want to buy any products and services from unknown person BSC can help you do it
more safely.
BSC have timer delay options that can help with any escrow type of situation. So you can
just set the delay time in your BCE transaction, and the seller sends you product or service.
After you receive product or service successfully, BCE is given to the seller. If any problem
with delivery happens, you can return the product or service to the seller and get your BCE
funds back. Or if you want, an escrow agent can be readily added to the transaction as
independent negotiation 3rd party site.
Additional one advanced BCE crypto value option is a messaging system. If you use BCE
messaging option, you can make your cryptocurrency transactions more manageable,
because this type of operation is not happening in just one and immediate step. If you need
and wish, you can make complex deals, create a safe way for both sides buyer and seller.
You can do any transactions with unknown people in a radically safe way by using
BCE advanced features.
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ADVANCED CRYPTOCURRENCY TRANSACTIONS FOR EVERYONE:
Use Case 7: I wish to transfer other cryptocurrencies without exchange directly
into Boat’s Coin
The BCE natively supports multiple wallets creation for all BTC derived blockchains and a
few other RPC API. It also has support for HTTP API to power the wallet, e.g.,
blockcypher.com, blockchain.info, and blocktrail.com. Other API can be easily integrated. All
wallets can be used as a payment gateway.
Take care, rare exist stable and quality cryptocurrencies like BCE that can have 1:1 ratio
against fiat money. If you buy some volatile cryptocurrency that went up and now go
down, BCE is “safe haven” for you to EXIT these high risky transactions. When you
buy BCE you “keep value you gain” on previous risky trade and you must not do slow,
complicate and highly costly transactions back to your fiat account. You simple exit your
risky transaction into BCE.
You can do advanced types “from and to” BCE transactions within the platform
itself that make BCE highly useful for everyone who trades with any other
cryptocurrencies.
§
Use Case 8: We have own cryptocurrency and looking for implementation of
Boat’s Coin OMNI wallet
The BCE natively supports multiple wallets creation for all BTC derived blockchains and a
few other RPC API. It also has support for HTTP API to power the wallet, e.g.,
blockcypher.com, blockchain.info, and blocktrail.com. Other API can be easily integrated. All
wallets can be used as a payment gateway.
Take care, rare exist stable and quality cryptocurrencies like BCE that can have 1:1 ratio
against fiat money. If you are other marine industry cryptocurrency or any other,
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enough quality cryptocurrency BCE is easy to use as “safe haven” for your
cryptocurrency. Using BCE OMNI wallet make possible your own cryptocurrency have
instantly more features and increased number of options.
You can do advanced types “from and to” BCE transactions within the platform
itself that make BCE highly useful for your own cryptocurrency.
WEBSITES & COMPANIES:

Use Case 9: I want to start my own nautical industry investing system with your
agency
Boat's Coin build the white-label software that your company can rebrand easily.
Start your own nautical industry investing system with our yacht charter software
is possible for everyone who has a website and registered a company.
All type of companies connected can earn 1% annual interest when they add Boat’s Coin
platform into own company service.
You can just implement our API and iframe solutions which allow you to load all the data
from Boat’s Coin central system and build your yacht charter management financing offer in
the most comfortable possible way.
Boat’s Coin software system enriches your service and makes possible stable long-term
commission earning for you.
§
Use Case 10: I want people to easier buy or get discounts on my marine products
It is easy, just inform people through your website about this option and invite them. Your
web shop can exchange amount of BCE that buyer has against marine products you sell.
You can easily transfer BCE latter to Bitcoin, ETH, Fiat money, just continue to hold BCE or
any other combinations.
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This approach makes your web shop radically more popular and makes it easy to sell
products because if you accept BCE, it has similar effects like you give a discount, start
exist more buying options, or you can give special discounts and increase sales on that way.
If people that visit your web store still doesn’t have BCE, ask them about that and if possible
send them your invitation link. Your web store can receive rewards in BCE from all people
than you successfully invite too.
You can with accepting BCE make all your products easier to buy, cheaper and
increase overall popularity and sale of your web shop on worldwide base.
§
Use Case 11: I am a boat sale company owner, and I wish that people can buy
boats easily and cheaper from my website
Whoever sells the boats or a boat owner, knows that any boat is not easy to sell. If your boat
sale company and or boat owner accept BCE as part or full value of boat that is on sale, this
boat sale will radically easier happen. Just inform people through your website about an
option that you accept BCE and invite potential boat buyers. You can exchange amount of
BCE that buyer has against boat you sell latter to Bitcoin, ETH, Fiat money, just continue to
hold BCE or any other combinations.
This approach makes your boat offer radically more popular and make it easier to sell on a
worldwide base because if you accept BCE, it has similar effects like you give a hidden
discount 10-12%! If your buyer makes a previous saving in BCE, he or she has the option to
use BCE in the transaction, but still, keep 10-12% reward based on 7 years deal that that
person makes in the past with Boat’s Coin.
If people who are interested in buying your boat still doesn’t have BCE, ask them about that
and if possible send them your invitation link that they start to trade with BCE. You can
receive rewards in BCE from all people that you successfully invited too.
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You radically make your boat sale more attractive and cheaper for people worldwide.
Your boat buyer can through BCE get more affordable your used boat, and you can
easily exchange BCE to Bitcoin, ETH, Fiat money, just continue to hold BCE or any
other combinations.
§
Use Case 12: I am a yacht charter company owner and want to rent boats to
people more affordable and easier
It is easy; your charter company just need to accept. You exchange amount of BCE from
your yacht charter clients. You can transfer the amount of BCE you receive to Bitcoin, ETH,
Fiat money, just continue to hold BCE or any other combinations.
This approach makes all your yacht charter offers radically more popular and makes it easy
to sell on a worldwide base because if you accept BCE, it has similar effects like you give a
discount and you increase the number of service sale possibilities.
If people who are interested buy your boat still doesn’t have BCE, ask them about that and if
possible send them your invitation link. You can receive rewards commission in BCE from all
people than you successfully invite too.

You can make all your yacht charter sales more attractive and cheaper for people
worldwide.
Your yacht charter service buyers can through BCE get more affordable or
cheaper services, and you can easily exchange BCE to Bitcoin, ETH, Fiat money,
just continue to hold BCE or any other combinations.
§
Use Case 13: I want my yacht charter company can rent boats without required
yacht charter refundable deposit complications
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Every yacht charter company is aware of usually needed refundable charter deposits. They
cover all possible damage to the yacht during your charter.
BSC have timer delay options that can help with any escrow type of situation. So your yacht
charter agency can just accept BCE and set 7days delay. If your customer back from bare
yacht charter with the whole boat, the system automatically sends BCE back to him. If any
damage to the boat happens, a system will release customer damage deposit reserved BCE
to your charter company.
Your company easily avoid any complications with credit card companies and other issues
with the traditional bareboat charter administration.
Your company can use advances BCE delay escrow features and make your
bareboat charter services to your worldwide clients more modern, direct and
straightforward.
§
Use Case 14: I wish that my company easily sell products or services to unknown
persons
If your company want to sell any products and services to unknown persons, BSC can help
you do it more safely.
BSC have timer delay options that can help with any escrow type of situation. So you can
just set the delay time in your BCE transaction, and the sends you product or service to the
buyer. After buyer receives product or service successfully, BCE will be given to the seller.
If any problem with the delivery happens, and your company is entirely correct in terms, you
can get BCE funds directly without waiting for buyer’s approval. Or if you wish, an escrow
agent can be readily added to the transaction as independent negotiation 3rd party site.
Additional one advanced BCE crypto value option is a messaging system. If you use BCE
messaging option, you can make easier your cryptocurrency transactions, because this type
of operation is not happening in just one and immediate step. If you need and wish, you can
make complex deals in a safe way for both sides buyer and seller.
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You can do any transactions with unknown people on the radically safer way using
BCE advanced features.

BCE Technical Solution on Top of Ethereum
Blockchain Description
BCE Distribution of Funds
We are design system that can work in many cases, as an example:
1. In "worst case" scenario that Boat's Coin EUR (BCE) ICO fails, BCE still can start
with traditional part of the system.
2. The Boat's Coin EUR budget outlined below define exact budget allocation ratios and
is not directly affected by the amount of funds raised from the ICO! Because that we
can have so high difference between softcap and hardcap amounts. If Boat's Coin
ICO more succeeds, we can help process and reserve more new boats in advance.
This makes for us possible open more blockchains for public sale at the same time
and starts on a larger scale. On another side, if we just reach presale minimum, we
are still entirely operational, but we start with a smaller number of boats and
blockchain nodes.

BCE Blockchain Allocation Overview
Boat as tangible asset 100% backed behind every issued blockchain.
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Boat Assets: 100%

BCE Distribution of ICO Funds
Token Distribution Overview
A total of 65% of available tokens will be accessible to buyers through the ICO and will be
used for buying boats. If ICO doesn’t succeed to fundraise softcap, funds will be returned to
ICO investors.
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65% ICO Crowdsale

12% Company

19% Team and Advisors

4% Bounties

BCE Corporate Funds Allocation After ICO

Locked Boat Assets: 75%
Company (development, marketing, legal, security): 25%
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Conclusion
Boat's Coin creates the first boat assets backed cryptocurrency in the world.
Boat's Coin EUR are fully reserved in a one-to-one ratio with tangible boat assets, entirely
independent of liquidity constraints and able guaranteed fixed annual rewards to BCE
holders through smart contracts. The complete system is able without any issues to stay in
fixed 1:1 ratio against EUR fiat currency.
Our plans for future is to include USD, GBP, and JPY fiat value options.
Boat's Coin has a simple and straightforward Proof of Boat Asset Reserves and Real-Time
Transparency through the whole BCE lifetime cycle maintained by public Boat's Coin
Transparency Page.
A crypto token backed by real assets provides individuals and organizations with a
decentralized and innovative method of managing value while using traditional and proven
tangible boat assets behind the system.
BCE asset-backed token offers participants advantage of blockchain technology with less
volatile currency and predicted annual rewards.
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6. Boat's Coin Funding
Process
We have developed a financing plan which is a combination of traditional financing through
buying our USA corporation shares (equity crowdfunding) with a modern Initial Coin
Offering (ICO) way of blockchain technology way of funding realized through our Estonia EU
based office.
This funding process fully covers all legal aspects for all citizens of the world.
It is essential for investors to understand the whole Boat's Coin funding process and just
focus on parts that are entirely legal in your country.

Equity Crowdfunding Investors
Boat's Coin Group Inc.
USA C Corporation

Boat's Coin Group USA based corporation offers shares through equity
crowdfunding based on the United States Regulation Crowdfunding and
Regulation A+
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In the USA under the Securities Act of 1933, offer to sell securities must either be
registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or meet
specific qualifications to exempt them. Regulation A (or Reg A) contains rules providing
exemptions from the registration requirements, allowing companies to use equity
crowdfunding to offer and sell securities without having to register the securities with the
SEC. The regulation can be found under Title 17 of the Code of Federal Regulations, chapter
2, part 230. The legal citation is 17 C.F.R. §230.251 et seq.

This offer is great for citizens of the United States and other countries where
local law doesn’t allow funding through initial coin offering (ICO) or exist law
limitations.
This offer is at the same time for investors who prefer the traditional way of investing and
personally don't like funding through initial coin offering (ICO) technology.
Boat's Coin Group Inc. is 100% owner of Estonian headquarters office Boat's Coin OU.

Initial Coin Offering Investors
Boat's Coin OU
Estonian headquarters

Boat's Coin Estonia based corporation makes initial coin offering (ICO)

On 4th April 2016 in case number 3-3-1-75-15, the Estonian Supreme Court ruled that the
exchange of cryptocurrency is a lawful business activity regulated by the Anti-Money
Laundering Act and Terrorism Finance Act.
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Estonian law completely regulates and recognize token as a "certificate that expresses any
currency or right in the blockchain."
Virtual currency means a value represented in the digital form, which is digitally
transferable, preservable or tradable and which natural persons or legal persons accept as a
payment instrument, but that is not the legal tender of any country or funds for Article
4(25) of Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the Council on
payment services in the internal market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC
and 2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, and repealing Directive
2007/64/EC (OJ L 337, 23.12.2015, pp. 35–127) or a payment transaction for the
purposes of points (k) and (l) of Article 3 of the same Directive.

A clear definition of cryptocurrencies (“virtual currencies”) and government regulation of
the cryptocurrency wallets are significant advantages of Estonian corporate law for Boat’s
Coin blockchain project and one of the leading reason to select Estonia as our headquarters
office.
This offer is great for citizens of the countries where local law allows funding
through initial coin offering (ICO).
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7. ROADMAP
Q4 2017: Boat’s Coin MVP finalization
Boat's Coin decentralized yacht charter and boat leasing investing platform minimum viable
product (MVP) is successfully developed.

Q1 2018 Groundwork Preparation for ICO
Complete groundwork preparation for ICO on all project levels

Q2 2018 ICO Pre-Sale Start
ICO Pre-Sale have $1.000.000 cap
We wish increase trust in our initial investors and don't charge them any in advance. Escrow
service will be used. The pre-ICO deal is simple: In a moment we register Estonia
headquarters office and open a corporate bank account, we get pre-ICO money.

Q3 2018 Official Boat’s Coin EUR (BCE) ICO crowd sale start
ICO crowd sale soft cap/minimum goal: $3 million
ICO crowd sale hard cap/maximum goal: $30 million

Q3 2018 Equity crowdfunding based on the United States Regulation
Crowdfunding start
Equity crowdfunding based on the United States Regulation Crowdfunding start have
$1.000.000 cap
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Boat's Coin for process use licensed crowdfunding service which connects startups with
investors online and uses a provision in the 2012 JOBS Act which allows unaccredited
investors to provide equity for entrepreneurial undertakings.

Q4 2018 Completing Boat’s Coin EUR (BCE) platform development and project
launching
Our developers are fully completing and test Boat’s Coin EUR platform development. We are
ready to launch the BCE project.

Q1 2019 Equity crowdfunding based on the United States Regulation A+ start
Equity crowdfunding based on the United States Regulation A+ have $50.000.000 cap
Boat's Coin for process use licensed crowdfunding service which connects startups with
investors online and uses a provision in the 2012 JOBS Act, this allows unaccredited
investors to provide equity for entrepreneurial undertakings.

More to come
Expect more features, Boat’s Coin in other currencies, and global expansion.
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